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This widget works on all browsers that have their Yahoo Widget Engine installed. ￭ Yahoo Maps
Plugin ￭ Yahoo Widget Engine API How to use: ￭ In your Yahoo Widget Engine account, you have to
choose from a list of the widgets you will add to your dashboard. ￭ Add London Underground Tube
Status to a bar on your Yahoo Widget Engine dashboard. ￭ You have the options to check the Full
Tube Lines view or the Tube Lines with Problems view for the widgets you add. ￭ If you want to
replace it with another map instead of the official tube map, please visit this page. MyTube is a good
video player. It has an extremely small footprint and has a very simple set of features. MyTube is an
easy-to-use video player for download on your computer. It plays a wide range of video formats such
as quicktime, matroskop, real player, dvd format, vcd format, and many other formats. The Mac
version will even play your DVD's. Requirements: ￭ Java Runtime Environment 1.4.2 ￭ Java2 View 5 ￭
Windows Internet Explorer 7 ￭ MediaPlayer 0.8.3 ￭ If you are using a version of Internet Explorer with
earlier than version 7, please download MediaPlayer and install. ￭ It will then be downloaded
automatically into your system with all necessary files to work with MediaPlayer. To get the.jar file,
right click on the link and go to the file properties. ZombieSlayer is a freeware application that helps
identify and kill zombies. You'll find some very useful utilities with this application including an alert
system for zombies, a lite version, and a more advanced version. The lite version is very useful for
people who need to clean up a zombie infested house, office or car. The more advanced version is
very helpful for people who have an infection of their minds. Requirements: ￭ Microsoft.NET
Framework 4.0 ￭ Windows XP 32-bit ￭ Windows Vista 32-bit ￭ Windows 7 64-bit ￭ Windows 8 64-bit ￭
Windows 10 64-bit How to use: 1. Just download and run the application. The application will start up
and prompt you to download the required files. If the download
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Energetics is a simple application that is designed to calculate the energy needed for the generation
of electricity. The application is designed to be used by all applications, it does not require any extra
installation, so it is more or less plug and play. The application is quite simple, and contains no
advanced options for advanced users. Another great application for monitoring your energy
consumption, for both domestic and commercial use Energy Efficient can be used as a secondary
monitor to make sure that your system consumes energy. The application monitors your PC's energy
consumption and presents it in several ways. The initial screen of Energy Efficient includes a graph
that shows you an overview of how much energy your system has consumed, when and over what
period of time. The application is a simple to use piece of software, although it can be a tad hard to
find the correct parameters to set. A simple graph that provides users with a good introduction to
monitoring their system's energy consumption Desktop Manager is a relatively simple application
that allows you to access the user's registry to protect the user's license key and to save the license
key to a file. There are two ways to access the registry: the first is to right-click on a file and choose
"Properties". The second is to select "Open" from the menu bar on the top of the windows screen.
Either way, the application allows you to select the registry option you want to access and, assuming
that you have admin rights, it will try to warn you, if you are not an administrator, about the
potential risk of editing this particular area. The application requires administrator privileges to work.
Users will be able to find their license key in this simple application Gudok is a chat application that
has been specifically designed to work with online video games. In other words, Gudok is an
application that allows you to watch video content with your friends, while still being able to interact
with the game that is playing. The application allows you to have up to six users at the same time,
for it allows the chat to be divided in just two channels, and you can choose whether the users can
talk to each other using keyboards, or if they are more focused on the game. The application
supports up to three different virtual keyboards, including the standard keyboard, a joystick and a
gamepad. The application has a very simplistic design and is easy to understand at a glance. A
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Geometer is a simple, yet functional and convenient GPS application. It's a platform for engineers to
record details about their work processes and transfer it to an inventory system. It supports multiple
file types, including CSV, XML, and in-progress CSV. You can also use it to capture and modify maps
that you draw, as well as any other data you input manually. The interface of the application is very
user-friendly, as it comes with a list of functions and features and various built-in wizards that
minimize your input as possible. It provides a very intuitive Explorer-like main window with tabs for
all features and reports. Some shortcut buttons are also shown in the menu bar, serving as an easy-
to-use guide throughout the process. Geometer tracks your vehicle by automatically entering your
location when you hit the 'Start' key. It can also recognize the coordinates of your desktop and
provides the corresponding location coordinates in case you use a Bluetooth connection. A compass
and heading lines display your current direction of travel with map points and traffic alerts. Besides
being used for navigation, you can also make other waypoints and insert their coordinates directly
into a map. What makes Geometer unique is its functionality. It offers you multiple functions that you
can use to add, modify, and analyze map points. For instance, you can draw a pathway, simply by
dragging your cursor over the map. From there, you can use different tools to connect every point
with a line or a series of lines. A feature that allows you to create a pathway between any two
waypoints is included. You can also export the path to a CSV file. Upon creating a line between two
waypoints, the two points are tagged accordingly. Using the 'Routing' menu, you can change the
type of routing, from a straight line to a route that uses different types of routes, including roads,
footpaths, etc. You can also assign names to each map point or line, and group them into categories.
A few useful categories are included with Geometer, but you can create a new category by adding
your own labels. As you're drawing lines and waypoints, you can also add the coordinates manually
using the 'Insert' menu or the keyboard. If you want to transfer data to your inventory system or any
database, you can do so by selecting a file type. You can import CSV or XML format and choose
between a paste or a drag-and-drop method. Two useful reports are available in
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Use the default search engine to find web sites, mail and news via Internet Explorer. This is a neat
solution to save time and energy by navigating the World Wide Web and all your favorite sites
efficiently and quickly. Freeware utilities, information, programs and games from the MediaFire
network. All the programs you need to run an iPad, Mac, and iPhone perfectly, along with
presentations, games, and music, can be found on this site. XBMC is a program that allows you to
use your computer as a DVD player, media center, and handheld gaming console all in one. It also
allows you to connect any PC in your home to it and watch videos together. SHARK XVR TV is an
easy to use and feature rich media recording and playback solution that allows you to view live or
recorded content on your xbox360. Watch live TV, record and playback your TV/tune into the
internet with a quality you'd expect from a high end TV/MediaPC. Media File Manager is an
application which allows you to easily manage your iPod music. It allows you to preview, edit, play,
create playlists and more. Features include automatic sync with the iPod, a file browser, tags, etc.
Media File Manager lets you manage your iPod, Zune, and other content on Windows with a intuitive
layout and easy to use features. It can be used to create and edit playlists, edit tags, download
songs, edit ratings, create custom covers and more. Features include automatic sync to the device, a
file browser, and the ability to modify your songs and playlists. Windows movie maker is a free utility
that allows you to create quick and easy tutorials using a wide range of content. Open your webcam
to record video tutorials or record video and audio. User friendly interface. Metro NetTV is a FREE
program that helps you record, pause, play, and fast forward LIVE TV shows, while maintaining a
clean & tidy desktop. Metro NetTV can automatically record (with optional extension) the following
video sources: You have saved and shared a lot of stuff on the Internet. Now it is hard to manage
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such a big collection of files. TeamViewer Remote Control HD Pro is a professional software and
provides one-time remote PC access and helps you to easily manage your files and folders remotely.
TeamViewer Remote Control is free remote access application that lets you view and control any
computer with a network. It helps you to access
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System Requirements:

Hardware: Windows 7 64bit, Windows 8 64bit, Windows 8.1 64bit (not recommended) Video Card: 2
GB NVIDIA GTX 690 or ATI HD 7870 Memory: 4 GB DirectX: Version 11 Sound Card: No Minimum.
Network: Video Card: NVIDIA GTX 690 or ATI HD 7870 Hard Drive: 3 GB DVD Drive or CD ROM Drive:
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